Thought I'd place some Poems and Sayings here
for Nature Lovers to Enjoy.

Daisies bloom where they find room and this is true of people too.
Gardening gives you space for your thoughts and a spot
to call your own.
There's something about our Creator and Nature.
When they are together they become a treasure.
When engaged our peace is far greater.
There's something about our Creator and Nature.
Gardening helps us to live in the moment
There's less time to fret about yesterday
and worry about tomorrow
It makes pleasant memories of yesterday
and expectations for tomorrow.
God and Nature go together
they really are such a treasure.
If you would enjoy good health and leisure
God and Nature bless without measure.
I love to celebrate Spring
Blossoms and birds singing
Sunshine on everything
The cold days are passed
It's time for planting at last
Oh how I love it when it is Spring!

Quiet Time with Nature
Sitting out in the sunshine
the weather fine
With the bees and the birds
the sweetest heard
A gentle breeze
in leaves on the trees.
In sweet composure
I take my ease.

Priceless Nature
What price could you place
on the blessings of Nature?
They make you so happy
and your peace is far greater
Than riches in life
sometimes with strife.
These are the blessings I can afford
they make for contentment
why look for more?
How priceless is Nature

and your peace is far greater.
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Blessings of Nature
What price could I pay for the blessings of nature?
They’re free for all, the great and small
the rivers and lakes and poppies tall.
They sometimes excite and your feelings ignite
they bring moments of quietness
and sometimes surprizes.
Yes priceless are the blessings of nature
freely they give, oh let your hearts live!
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God’s Cute little Creatures
He made the butterflies and bees
They fly in the air and look so free
Willy-wags and sparrows and tropical fish
Little turtles that walk on a dish.
He even made the lady-birds
Those cute little bugs that look like birds.
When you see them in the garden
You feel so blest and take a rest.
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Springtime Atmosphere
Beautiful flowers, they shine so bright
Sadness and sorrow are out of sight
Seems like they vanish in the light
The things that made our hearts uptight.
There’s rejoicing in the air
Voices singing everywhere
Not a worry, not a care
It’s Spring…Spring…Spring!
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Sunny Day
Clear blue skies on a sunny day
Autumn leaves, they toss and sway
The birds, they are joyfully singing
And to me__ laughter they’re bringing.
I love God’s excellent ways
For He knows they would be such pleasure
All these things on a sunny day.
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Nature and Creation, to cares and concerns I give my
resignation. Just to rest a little while and not look at that dial.

When I think of You and Your heart that is true, You sustain my gaze
On Nature from a wonderful Creator!

Red Robin's Tune
The red robin sings his little song
I wait for his return all the day long
I wait for his tune
when the flowers are in bloom.
He comes my way where my entrance is paved.
How happy I am to hear his tune
When all the flowers are out in bloom.
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Birds at Night
The birds in the trees
they nestle there__
under the light of the moon.
It's a starry night
as they rest from their flights,
there's such calm in the light of the moon.
Then daybreak, it does not tarry long
and suddenly they're in song.
They spread their wings in the bright sun rays
What a marvelous display!
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"Just living is not enough. One must have sunshine, freedom, and a little
flower."
"You can't live 6-8 days at a time__ live one day at a time and Enjoy it."
"Always keep your face towards the sunshine - and shadows will fall
behind you."
"The gift of happiness belongs to those who unwrap it."
"Laughter is sunshine you can hear"

Stop thinking about your life and live it……..that’s the best way, live today!
Give a Voice to Conscious Choice and Order your Day with Gladness!
A smile is a light in the window of the soul, indicating that the heart is at home.
A cloudy day is no match for a sunny disposition.
You can be happy more often by choice than by chance.
“Hope is the only bee that makes honey without flowers”………yes, hope is
pleasant to the soul of man.
"Happiness is never stopping to think if you are"......how true! Happiness is not
being serious.
A bird doesn't sing because it has an answer, it sings because it has a song.
LAUGH and SMILE__ you will Glide through the day!
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